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Two years before the attack on the police station, there was a terrible tragedy in the city, which led to the closure of the
amusement park.

Some believe it was an accident—others, that it was a well-planned act of intimidation.
Leaflets about missing people filled the city streets.

You play as Jack. He is a man who has lost everything. Soon he’ll have to pay for his crime.
The past has finally caught up with him... Try to save him.

Features:

Play online with friends as the three survivors - try to avoid their terrible fate;

A well-considered story with its own characteristics;

Unexpected situations that will make you think;

A lot of different game locations;

Control those feared by the army;

Use the tablet: watch security cameras, manage and monitor the situation;

Solve new puzzles, but look out... they are watching you.

Your mission is to survive at any cost! Each animatronic has its own mortal features.
Try not to get caught! Be shrewd! Use shelters and move silently.
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Inattention or too much caution are each swiftly punished.
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Title: CASE 2: Animatronics Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Walnut LLC
Publisher:
Walnut LLC
Franchise:
CASE: Animatronics
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only)

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 @ 3.1 GHz or AMD FX-6300 @ 3.5 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 670 or AMD R9 270 (2GB VRAM with Shader Model 5.0 or better)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64-Bit Operating System and CPU required.

English,Russian,Ukrainian,Simplified Chinese,Italian,Japanese,Polish,German,French,Korean
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While Yes, the Price is pretty high.. mabye for poor people like me... the game seems really good! But online-sake there seems
to be almost zero people in the online mode... and cause of that i never got to experience it myself so far on the onlin mode,
but.. i like it and recommend it!. I really recommend this game for chapter 1&2. Because Chapter 3 Reused a Multiplayer map!
Maybe they could of done
Chapters first then release Multiplayer. I think the developers was in a rush for chapter 3. And everybody knows chapter 4 will
be Forest A nether Multiplayer map. But actually in chapter 3 after you pass out A Nether multiplayer map. Oh my god. What
has this game turned into to. There are a lot of YT gamer`s complaining of chapter 3. Honestly chapter 3 is easy. I even beat it
on hardcore mode. Warning Bull part is hard As heck. Honestly i gotta say. This game is stupid. I am grilling the title right now.
But yeah i have to give this a bad review because this game did a bad job. oh yeah the first case did better. But wait. there`s
more. You can see that there are different developers. That`s why this game stupid and the other is really lit.
[I suggest the developers from the first game redo this!]
I might refund. i like this game but non of my friends have it. also

Red stop reading my reviews. A very good game but the campaign glitches a lot and it seems like they put more time in the
multiplayer than the campaign.. it won't start. This game is bad, almost hilariously so, which was about the only good thing I can
note it on as of now. At the time of this review, I am typing this on early access. The animations are stiff, locked looking, and
just clanky in general. Vision in this game is pretty much nonexistant, even on the brightest settings. You'd think a flashlight
would do more, and that the monster could actually see what it was supposed to protect and hunt right? Welp, there is none of
that sadly.

As for the multiplayer gameplay, it is very one-way. Victory rules are as follows:
You kill the three human players, you win as Animatronic. (which practically instakills if it touches you anyways)
You restart some generators (dead by daylight copy style) and run to the exit door. (or you spam the tazer weapon on the
animatronic, which is quite op and can get you out of any situation what so ever, since the game only has one player as a threat for
the moment.)

The map is very.. twisty as I can explain it. You do get a map to see things, but you cannot see where on the map you are, and it
is practically four or six big rooms, and a bunch of winding halls inbetween. Of course it is pitch black, because the game relies
on that heavily as of now to be scary.
As for sounds, the animatronics sound fine, but voice acting is horrible.
Another nitpick, only the host can be an animatronic, which is a little annoying, as if you are playing with friends, you all most
annoyingly take turns setting up a match. Which may not even be possible, due to the frequent crashes for doing such. Me and
Sparkuma personally had about seven crashes on his end, or a lack of connection at all to initially get in the match.
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Don't get me wrong, the game can be "fun."
But the most fun you will get, as of the game current, unoptimized (did I mention how laggy it is, even on a good pc? loves to
crash as well.) and buggy state, is only a few good laughs if you are voice chatting with a friend as you all play together.

Don't buy this game if you want a solid, multiplayer, horror experience. Go for something such as SCP:SL or Dead By
Daylight, which are much better fleshed out than this might ever be.

(Note: This review is all my personal experience and complaints about the game, if you enjoy it, than good for you. I am glad
you could enjoy something I did not see within the game, but as for my standing point now, it is a huge disapointment as of its
current state. Save your money until it fleshes out more..). nice horror game, a bit too challenging but a fun game
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This game was sort of interesting for me since the game came out, but you guys made the game to be expensive, then you
changed to 8 bucks by lately.

Episode 1:

One of the lines did not make any sense at all by calling a "Toy". Shouldn't be called Animatronic instead. Well, i guess is your
decision then but no matter. Kestrel kinda made me to have trouble a little bit, when Emma was in the Warehouse. Through, the
rest of the part of this Episode 1 is ok.
I'll give Episode 1 a 87\/100

Episode 2:

This Episode was kind of confused. Was it just a dream or real? Well, depends what i learned. Nitrous part was almost easy but
hard. The Ending, my god, that's pretty much unsuprised to see what was gonna be inside, a Emily's head.
Rated: 81\/100
Episode 3:

What's the point to take it so long? That took around 6-7 months like wth. Second at all, this episode was disappointed because:

1. Re-using the maps from Multiplayer
2. Terrible AIs

Through, im not sure what am i going to feel about the rest of the 2 Episodes. (+ Testing Chamber)

Unfortunately i will have to give this Episode 3 a 19\/100

Sigh, about Multiplayer, sorry, after seeing EP 3, you shouldn't release it until you'll get done with Story.

The Animatronics looks ok, but basically, was it just me or is that an actual copy animations from a Software knowing as FUSE
or whatever that is? Can't you make your own animations? Through, i don't blame at all.

The entire game by far, uhh, i will have to give this game from now is this:

45\/100

I hope you'll learn your lessons, or idk.. The Game is too laggy. This is really cool game go buy it :D. where did my 20 dollars go
gone i guess. Even when all the graphics are at the lowest quality, it crashes as soon as I start to search for a multiplayer match.
First Version

Well that was one big disapointment, The Single Player is laggy and the voice acting is meh not only to mention its very similar
to the first game but the thing that bugs me the most is how the multiplayer, one of your main selling points does not work (rigth
now) you can't advertise a game with something thats broken. what were you guys doing the whole deleyed time thing. i mean in
the thread posted it stated that it was deleyed to test the multiplayer but yet it comes out broken. althougth i am sad becuase of
this i do belive there is still hope. with some patched and the price being reduced i can see this game doing very well but at the
state the game is at i would not buy it and the only reason im not refunding is because i want to see this game grow.

0.0.1 Patch

The game seems to have gotten sligthly less laggy but i dont really see the change in the multiplayer, i dont know if its on my
end or not alot of peeps are playing but it keeps booting me back to the menu. chapter one seems much better and is now
actually enjoiable but there is still along way to go. if you liked the first game and dont mind not having multiplayer for now go
for it (also im keeping my first review intact to make sort of an archive of updates).
Edit: I just realized that they only fixed the cats ai in the wearhouse. after the warehouse he can spot you thougth walls aside
from that and the lack of checkpoints this update has been very beneficial
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Small Update

The game is an absolute ghost town. i have been following the updates but not playing the game for a while now. So i decided i
would give it another shot. Im done with the single player now so i decided i would play multiplayer first before seeing whats
different in single player i mean it is the selling point after all. I was greeted with a horrible sigth. NO ONE PLAYING AT
ALL. there is nothing to be said about this, im just hoping the devs make an update that will really bring back the people, belive
it or not, i am actually rooting for the game. i just want it to improve in some aspects thats all.

Important Message from Developers! (4.AUG.18):
Good day, community!

As you have probably noticed, we have some minor technical problems with the game, which affect on the release build's
playability. We, the Walnut Development Team, apologise for the inconvenience and reassure you that will do our best to
improve the situation. Patch will be available in one or two days.

In conclusion, we want to add that this problem follows not only indie-developers, but large-scale companies as well. It tests
your collective's unity and capability to take necessary decisions in extremely short periods.. Patch 0.26:
- Nitrous PM56-C Animatronic's footsteps are quieter now.
- Time of the gun's power restoration has been increased.
- Four mines for counter-attack were added to the Medic's inventory.
- Achievements are fully accessable now.
- Bugs were fixed. (Episode One: Episode Two)

We want to inform you, that our team is working on the game's optimization, but it will take some time. Thank you for
understanding!. Patch 0.21:
- Global optimization of the game, in particular - reduced the usage of ram memory.
- System of players matching was redone.
- Bugs are fixed. (Episode One; Multiplayer)

If you have any problems with the game - don't hesitate to send your problems' description on our mail - 
wallnetonline@gmail.com
We'll try to solve it as soon as possible.

Also, there is a short teaser we'd like to present:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxZRMiqIRSc. UPDATE (NEW MAP AND MORE) + PATCH 0.5:
Hello! We have a pretty big update here :)

- Added new multiplayer map "Forest"
- "Acoin"-players can now purchase "Early" crate. This crate is free and you can get items there for both (survivors and
animatronics).
- Added customization of characters and animatronics.
"Received items from crates and crates themselves, you can now exchange with friends or sell them at the Steam Community
Market!"
- There is a chance to get "Early Snow Gift" if you win the match.
- Added Korean localization
- Fixed Br. Portuguese localization
- Fixed AI Cats in Episode one. Patch 0.11:
- The Cat's AI fixed.
- Sorting by ping during searhing for available game session (MP) was added.
- Problem with joining game session is fixed.
- Time allocated to the generator repairs has been reduced.
- Fixed bugs. (Episode One)
- Optimization improved. (Episode One)

Also, get acquainted with the game's minimum system requirements. If your PC doesn't match one, you won't be able to play
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properly.. Patch 0.36.1:
-System of players' matching was changed. Now friends play on the one side.
** Session will be created even with two or three players! It was made in order to avoid different bugs and possible cooperation
between those, who play for ANIM/SURVs. This type of situation completely ruins other players' game experience.

- Now you can pass through an animatronic, but only when it is paralyzed.
** Now they can't block other players in a wardrope.

- Bug with spawn of two animatronics was fixed.

- Anti-spam system was integrated into the in-game chat.
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. Patch
0.3.1 Hot Fix!:
- Work checkpoints (Fixed a bug where Jack always appeared in the security room)
- Fixed tail EMMA A-1. NEW EPISODE AVAILABLE !:
Hi everyone!
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Here is the update with long-awaited third episode, where you'll find the continuation of Jack's story! We exit the early access in
Steam. We added Steam cards and will introduce them soon. There a lot of new content is going to be aded soon!
Thanks to everyone who follows the news and supports us, we much appreciate!
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